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WHAT IS LINKEDIN?

Linkedin is the world s largest social network for professionals and it is one of our

essential sites every real estate professional should have and optimize to create

better lead opportunities and sales. We will cover all the basic features, tips to

make yourself stand out, and even an overview on Linkedin s premium member-

only features.

This is how an ideal Linkedin profile should look like:

It should have a branded cover image so you stand out from other realtors, have a

consistent headshot you use everywhere. She also highlighted her affiliation as a

full time realtor with an established real estate company, Douglas Elliman (if

applicable).

Every real estate professional should have a profile on LinkedIn, the largest professional 
social network in the world, and should optimize it to generate more leads and close more 
deals. We'll go through every essential feature, advice on how to stand out, and even a 
rundown of Linkedin's premium member-only features.
 
An ideal LinkedIn profile should appear like this:
 

Ypur profile should have a unique branded cover image and have a consistent headshot to 
use in all media platforms. She also highlighted what audience she helps, affiliation as a 
full time realtor with an established real estate company, Douglas Elliman, and the 
platinum award winner title. Adding these details to your profile sets you apart from other 
realtors or other individuals on LinkedIn. 
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Linkedin is the fourth site in our list because it is easier to optimize this if you

already have Facebook since you can just lift information from there. Here is a

perfect About section:

Your About Section should capture and summarize what you do, what your clients

say, your years of experience, and your expertise.

LinkedIn is one of the last site on our list to help you optimize your online presence because 
it is easier work around if you have Facebook because you can transfer information. 

This is the ideal "About" section:

Your "About" section should capture and summarize what you do, what your clients say, your 
years of experience, and your expertise. You also want to show a little bit of your personality 
and add unique elements like emojis, statistics, and offer contact information. 
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It is not advisable to have multiple accounts to avoid confusion for anyone trying

to search you for the first time. You only need 1 name to show up in Linkedin s
database:

Having multiple accounts can be stressful to update and confusing to those who

search for you.

It is also best to just have one account that you identify with, this is to avoid confusion for any 
client that is searching for you or your service. Having multiple accounts can also cause stress
to update and confusion to your potential clients. 
 
 
There should only be one name that pops up on the LinkedIn database (considering common 
names):
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NETWORK FEATURE

We suggest you learn Linkedin on desktop since it is simpler than mobile. All the

features are easier to understand and navigate around on the desktop version.

This is what you see under My Network .

You can see all of your current connections who have been pre-approved, those

who requested to invite you as contacts, and suggestions of new contacts you

might be interested in according to your place of work, school, and other

parameters.

Since learning LinkedIn on a desktop is easier than a mobile device, we recommend doing 
so. On the desktop version, it is simpler to understand and use every feature.
 
This is what you will see under your "My Network" tab of LinkedIn:

Here you can view all of the pre-approved connections you currently have, contacts who 
have asked to add you as a contact, and recommendations for new connections based on 
your workplace, academic institution, and other factors.
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The uniqueness of Linkedin comes in levels of connection. When you are

connected to someone, they are a 1st degree connection. When you are not yet

officially connected but have mutual connections, they will be 2nd degree. If you

have no mutuals, they will be 3rd degree. The system actually tells you who to

connect with based on degrees of separation from someone you mutually know

already. This helps you make sense of the decision to ignore or accept connection

requests.

You can also see an overview of groups, team mates, and pages you follow. Adding

new contacts through your email or CRM database contacts allows you to expand

your network further with people you already interact with elsewhere.

You can use the add more contacts tool, export feature, and managed already

synced contacts to easily automate things.

Levels of connection are where LinkedIn is distinctive. They are a first degree connection if 
you are connected to them. They will be second degree if you share connections but are not 
yet formally connected. They will be third degree if you don't have any mutuals and aren't 
connected. Actually, the system recommends contacts depending on how closely they are 
related to someone you already know. This makes it easier for you to decide whether to 
reject or accept connection requests.
 
 
 

A list of the groups, team members, and pages you follow is also available. You can enhance 
your network by adding new contacts through your email or CRM database contacts with 
people you already communicate with elsewhere.
 
The manage already synced contacts feature, export function, and add new contacts tool may 
all be used to effortlessly automate processes.
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Add contacts button takes you to this screen:

JOB SEARCH FEATURE

Linkedin used to be just a personalized job search marketplace but it has since

become a full-fledged social media marketing gem. If you are currently an agent

you probably will not be using much of this feature but it is good to know there

are sales navigation features (for premium users only) which you can use to dig

deeper into every connection (more on this later).

The "Add Contacts" button will take you here to connect to any type of email:

Prior to becoming a fully-fledged social media marketing powerhouse, LinkedIn was only a 
customized job search marketplace. Although you probably won't use this function much if 
you're already an agent, it's helpful to know that there are sales navigation options (available to 
premium users only) that you can use to explore each relationship further (more on this later).
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MESSAGING FEATURE

Sometimes you have been so focused on Facebook and other social networks, it is

possible to forget you forgot that LinkedIn is providing you with professional

connections. Do not miss these opportunities!

It is important that you have proper notifications set up so you get push

notifications in your inbox as soon as they arrive.

This messaging feature is vital to have push notifications on in settings, in order to recieve them 
as soon as they arrive. It is important to not forget that LinkedIn provides you countless 
professionals connections just like Facebook and other social media platforms.  
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NOTIFICATIONS FEATURE

This works similar to Facebook and Instagram with all the alerts like birthdays,

work anniversaries, and more. Get a glimpse of what is happening in your network

here:

HOME FEATURE

You can create new posts and status updates about yourself or your company and

even groups using this feature. All new posts appear in the newsfeed.

This feature is similar to platform like Facebook and Instagram becuase it alerts you from 
birthdays to work anniversaries to comments to posts. Notifications can give you an overall 
update on what is going on in your community/network all under the "notifications" tab.

Using this tool, you can write new posts and status updates about you, your business, or even 
groups. The newsfeed contains all brand-new posts, which you can find in the "home" tab. 
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ME-FEATURE SETTINGS

If you want to update anything on your account, go over to your profile picture on

the right hand corner and select settings & privacy under Account

Here is what my optimized profile looks like:

Under your profile picture in the right hand corner and select settings. and privacy under 
Account. This is where you can update any aspects of location, account access, what is 
visible to your network, etc. 

This is what an optimized profile looks like:
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Notice the pencil icon encircled below? That is the edit button which you can use

to edit particular sections you wish to update.

TIP: Update your 

current position with 

an accurate headline. 

Also, make sure to fill 

out the education 

and 

work experience 

fields.

The circled portion has a pencil that is the edit button where you can edit or update your 
basic info, current position, education, and location on your profile.

Update your current 
position(s) with an accurate 
and intruging headline. 
Make sure to also fill out 
you education work fields 
to show your experience. 
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Your About info is incredibly important. Include your quick but comprehensive

summary.

Don t forget to hit Save when done.

Your "About" section of your profile is vital when showing what you have to offer and what 
experience you have. Create a simple but well-rounded summary of who you are. 

In editing this section, the skills section is also available to edit and showcase the 5 top 
skills you have and want to show your network! Also don't forget to click the "save" 
button at the bottom right. 
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Also make sure your experience is up to date according to your current job,

position, or business.

ADD MORE TO YOUR PROFILE

The plus buttons (below) let you add more experience and the pencil button does

the editing again. You can even fill your profile with more details in additional

sections you can choose as shown below (right panel):

Your "Experience" section should be updated constantly to your current job, position, or 
business. You can even include a small description to show your network a little bit of what 
you have experience in. 

Pressing the "Add profile section" brings a pop-up menu (on the right side) where you can 
add anything from education, positions, or skills. LinkedIn even shows other details you 
can add to elevate your profile. You can always come back and edit or add new details in 
this section. 
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WORK FEATURE

This feature lets you take advantage of more Linkedin tools and products such as

posting jobs, reviewing insights, and their built-in learning feature filled with

courses to help you on skill upgrades.

Most of you don t need to play with this unless you are done with profile

optimization and establishing better network connections as this contains more

advanced features.

BUSINESS FEATURE

This feature allows you to go even further on the elements LinkedIn has to offer. From posting 
jobs, reviewing insights, access to LinkedIn learning courses to build more skills, etc. They 
even offer business services on solutions in certain areas like marketing and talent search. 
 
You should'nt take these steps until you have fully set up your profile and have built your 
network because these are more advanced steps.     
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SALES NAVIGATOR

Linkedin is a very powerful social tool and they are generous enough to provide

anyone a free month when signing up for premium features. You can try it out and

see for yourself how you can actually use this for your own benefit.

There are things to consider before signing up and base it on features you think

will be useful for your current job.

Also, it is advisable to only get premium once you have mastered Linkedin,

already create posts, and have optimized connections so you can go further in

terms of data.

SHOULD YOU GO PREMIUM?

Here are its main features.These are the three main features you have access to try for a month for free and then 
make a decision based on your needs.  

LinkedIn has become on of the strongest social tools in society. When registering for 
premium features on LinkedIn, anyone can receive a free month. You can give it a try and 
determine for yourself whether or not you can genuinely use this to your advantage.
 
There are things to think about before registering, so make your decision on the aspects 
you believe will be helpful for your current position.
 
Additionally, getting premium is advised only after you have mastered Linkedin, have 
already created posts, and have optimized connections so you can access more data.
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Here is what it looks like if you have it unlocked as a premium member:

If you need more leads, then premium is a definite go, provided you are not

ignoring your current leads. If you need more details and information from

companies and individuals, then premium will help you with features that

enhance your sales navigation to find new leads and organize them, advertise for

jobs should the need arise, and get access to more detailed information on your

contacts.

This is how it appears if you are an unlocked as a premium member under the "sales 
navigator" tab. 

As long as you don't disregard your current leads, premium is a go-to option if you need more 
leads. Premium will assist you with tools that improve your sales navigation to locate new 
leads and organize them, advertise for employment should the need arise, and have access to 
more comprehensive information on your contacts if you require additional information from 
businesses and individuals.
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DISCOVER RECOMMENDATIONS

Search filters also contain more advanced tools. Connect on a deeper level with

more information about the other person.

In "sales navigator" you can categorize connections and create lists of groups of people or 
companies you want to target for advertising or lead generation. You can also creat list of 
leads to easily access them afterward. 
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You can also categorize connections and add lists of people you want to target for

advertising or lead generation: Also, create list of leads to easily access them

later.
LinkedIn even creates a system generated section labeled "recommended leads" for you to 
connect with new leads and organized under your lead lists to go refer back to and build 
your network and clientele.

LEAD RECOMMENDATIONS
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HOW TO CREATE POSTS

Easily Click on Start a Post and add media you like. You can add photos, videos, or

polls and even find experts.

To create a post you can easily click on the Start a Post box and add media you like. You 
can add elements from photos, videos, polls, even find experts. 
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